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A Dembowski semi-plane is a semi-plane obtained from a projective plane by Dembowski 's 
method [1]. A semi Laguerre i-structure i~ l ,  is an incidence structure .¢=(P, BIUB 2, I) for 
which: (i) each element of P is incident with one element of B1, (ii) an element of B 1 and an 
element of B 2 are incident with at most one common element of P, (iii) each i-residual space of 
J (with respect to B 1) is a Dembowski semi-plane, (iv) B2~I  and each dement  of B 2 is 
incident with at least i elements of P. In [4] we determined all semi Laguerre I-structures. Now 
we determine all semi Laguerre i-structures, i ~>2. 
1. Introduction 
We define a finite semi-plane (SP) [1] as a finite set of v elements, called points, 
of which b subsets, called lines, are distinguished so that the following is satisfied: 
(SP1) Any two distinct points x, y belong to at most one line. 
(SP2) Every point (resp. line) is incident with at least 3 lines (resp. points). 
(SP3) If (x, L) is a non-incident point-line pair, then there exists at most one 
line (resp. point) that is incident with x (resp. L) and disjoint with L (resp. 
non-collinear with x). 
The degree of a point (resp. line) of a SP is the number of lines (resp. points) 
through the point (resp. on the line). If n + 1 is the largest of the degrees of the 
points and lines of a SP, then n is called the order of the SP. 
The following theorem is due to Dembowski [1]. 
Theorem 1. Let S be a SP of order n and let D denote the set of integers which 
occur as degrees of elements in S. Then there are only 3 possibilities for D namely: 
(a) D={n- l ,n ,n+ l}, 
(b) D = {n, n + 1}, or 
(c) V={n+l} .  
S is called hyperbolic, parabolic or elliptic (briefly HSP, PSP, ESP respectively) 
according as D is of type (a), (b) or (c). 
All hyperbolic-, and parabolic semi-planes were determined by Dembowski [1]. 
The projective planes of order n and the elliptic semi-planes of order n which are 
obtained from a projective plane of order n + 1 by deleting a Baer subset of it, are 
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called Dembowski elliptic semi-planes. A Dembowski semi-plane (DSP) is a 
parabolic or hyperbolic semi-plane (PSP or HSP), or a Dembowski elliptic 
semi-plane (DESP). 
2. Suppose that K = (P, B, I) is an incidence structure with P and B disjoint sets 
and I cPxB an incidence relation. Assume that B=B1UB2 with B~ and B2 
disjoint sets. The elements of P are called points, and the elements of Bx (resp. 
B2) are called lines (resp. circles). Two points x, y are called coUinear iff x and y 
are incident with at least one line of K. If p~ . . . . .  Pi are i pairwise non-collinear 
points of K, then the incidence structure 
with 
Kv,...o, = (Pv,-.-p,, Bv,..-o,, Iv,...p,) 
Po,...p, = P\{x ~ P: x is collinear with Pi, J ~ {1 . . . . .  i}}, 
Bvc..p, = (B1)pc..p, U (B2)vc..v,, 
(B1)m.. .v={LcBI:L Jp~, Vj~{1,2 , . . . , i}} ,  
(B2)p~...p={K~B2:pflK, Vj~{1,2 , . . . ,  i}}, 
Ipt"'v, = [ I-I (Ppc.-p, × Bpr..v), * 
is called the i-residual space (i-RS) of K = (P, Bx UB2, I) in Px, P2 . . . . .  Pl (with 
respect o BO. We note that Kvl...p, will also be denoted by Kx...i. 
3. A semi Laguerre i-structure (SLiS) i>~1, is an incidence structure J=  
(P, B~ U B2, I) with P the point set of J, B1 (resp. B2) the line set (resp. circle set) 
of J and I cPx  (B~ UB2) the incidence relation, satisfying the following. 
(i) Each point of J is incident with one line of jr. 
(ii) Each line of J and each circle of J are incident with at most one common 
point of jr. 
(iii) Each i-residual space of J (with respect o B~) is a Dembowski semi-plane. 
(iv) B2 ~ ¢ and each element of B2 is incident with at least i elements of P. 
Mostly, we shall identify a line (resp. circle) with the set of all points incident 
with it. The number of points incident with a circle (resp. line) will be called the 
degree of the circle (resp. line). If x l , . . . ,  x, are r pairwise non-collinear points, 
then [X l , . . . ,  rv] denotes the number of circles through xx . . . . .  x~. 
4. A Laguerre i-structure (resp. 'special' Laguerre i-structure) of order n [2] (resp. 
[3]), i~  > 1, is an incidence structure J=  (P, B1UB2, I) with P the point set, B1 
(resp. BE) the line set (resp. circle set) and I c P × (B~ U BE) the incidence relation 
satisfying the following: 
(i) Each point of J is incident with one line of J. 
(ii) Each line and each circle of J are incident with at most one common point 
of J. 
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(iii) Each i-residual space of J (with respect o B1) is isomorphic to an aliine 
plane of order n (resp. projective plane of order n minus one point). 
(iv) B2 ~ ¢ and each circle is incident with at least i points. 
Clearly, every i + 2 pairwise non-collinear points are incident with exactly one 
circle. 
The following theorems were proved in [3], [5], [6] and [7]. 
If Z is a Laguerre i-structure (resp. 'special' Laguerre i-structure) of order n, then Z 
has n(n + i) (resp. n(n + i + 1)) points, n I+2 circles each of degree n + i (resp. 
n + i + 1) and n + i (resp. n + i + 1) lines each of degree n. 
If Z is a 'special' Laguerre i-structure of order n, i >~ 1, then n is even. 
If Z is a 'special' Laguerre i-structure of order n, i>~2, then n=-2 or n=-O 
(mod 18). 
Z is a Laguerre i-structure of order n, n even, iff Z is obtained from a 'special' 
Laguerre i-structure of order n by deleting a line and its n points. 
Obviously, a Laguerre i-structure (resp. 'special' Laguerre i-structure) of order 
n, n ~> 3 (resp. n I> 4) is a semi Laguerre i-structure for which every i-RS is a PSP 
of order n. 
In [4] we proved the following classification theorem. 
Theorem 2. The incidence structure J is a semi Laguerre 1-structure iff J is one of 
the following: 
(1) A Laguerre 1-structure of order n, n>~3 (SL1S-1). 
(2) A Laguerre 1-structure of order n, n >!4 minus a point and the n 2 circles 
through it (SL1S-2). 
(3) A Laguerre 1-structure of order n, n >I 3 minus f circles L1 . . . . .  L~ for which 
IL- nq l~l ,  l<~f<<-n z (SL1S-3). 
(4) A 'special' Laguerre 1-structure of order n, n ~>4 (SLIS-4). 
(5) A 'special' Laguerre 1-structure of order n, n ~4,  minus a point and the n z 
circles through it (SLIS-5). 
(6) A 'special' Laguerre 1-structure of order n, n >i4, minus f circles which are 
pairwise disjoint 1 <~f <~ n (SL1S-6). 
We shall prove now the following classification theorem. 
Theorem 3. The incidence structure J is a semi Laguerre i-structure i ~ 1, iff J is 
one of the following: 
(1) A Laguerre i-structure of order n, n ~>3 (SLiS-1). 
(2) A Laguerre i-structure of order n, n>.---4, minus a point and the n i+1 circles 
through it (SLiS-2). 
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(3) A Laguerre i-structure of order n, n >I 3, minus f circles Lx . . . . .  L r for which 
ILk f3~l~<i, l~<f~<n i+x (SLiS-3). 
(4) A 'special' Laguerre i-structure of order n, n I> 4 (SLiS-4). 
(5) A 'special' Laguerre i-structure of order n, n >-4, minus a point and the n ~÷~ 
circles through it (SLiS-5). 
(6) A 'special' Laguerre i-structure of order n, n >~ 4, minus f circles L1 . . . .  , L~ 
for which [LkN~I~<i -1 ,  l <~f<~ni (SLiS-6). 
line of degree n -  1, 
(3) A SL ( i -  1)S-3 
n ~>3). 
Proof.  Clearly, the incidence structures described in Theorem 3 are semi 
Laguerre i-structures. 
So assume that J is a semi Laguerre i-structure, i/> 1. If i = 1, then by Theorem 
2, J is one of the 6 described incidence structures. Now we proceed by induction 
on i. So assume that the theorem is proved for the values i', i > i' t> 1 and that J is 
a semi Laguerre i-structure. Clearly, every 1-RS of J is a semi Laguerre 
(i-1)-structure. Thus, every 1-RS of J is one of the following: 
(1) A SL(i - 1)S-1 (with n ~+1 circles and n + i - 1 lines of degree n, n I> 3). 
(2) A SL ( i -1 )S -2  (with n i (n -  1) circles and n + i -2  lines of degree n and one 
/'/I>4). 
(with at most n ~+1 - 1 circles and n + i - 1 lines of degree n, 
(4) A SL ( i -1 )S -4  (with n i+1 circles and n+i  lines of degree n, n~>4). 
(5) A SL(i - 1)S-5 (with n*(n - 1) circles and n + i - 1 lines of degree n and one 
line of degree n - 1, n >I 4). 
(6) A SL(i - 1)S-6 (with at most n '÷1 - 1 circles, n + i lines of degree n, n I>4). 
(A1) Assume that J has at least one SL( i -1 )S -2  of order n as 1-RS. Let K1 
denote the line of degree n -1  of the SL( i -1 )S -2 .  Then every 1-RS of J in a 
point y which is not incident with K1 has n + i - 1 lines of which at least n + i - 3 
have degree n and at least one has degree n - 1 (Kz). Therefore, Jy is a SL(i - 1)S- 
2 and J has n + i - 2 lines of degree n and one of degree n - 1. The 1-RS of J in a 
point z of K1 has n+i -1  lines of degree n. Therefore Jz is a SL ( i -1 )S -1  or 
SL ( i -1 )S -3 .  Now we prove that Jz is a SL ( i -1 )S -1 .  Consider the n 1-RS's 
J~ . . . . .  Jn of J in the points x~ . . . . .  x~ o f / (2  (an arbitrary line of degree n). We 
remarked before that Jx . . . . .  Jn are SL(i - 1)S-2's. Therefore z is incident with n i 
circles in any of these n 1-RS's. This implies that z is incident with at least n i÷~ 
circles. So Jz is a SL ( i -  1)S-1. 
(B1) Assume that J has at least one SL( i -1 )S -3  of order n as 1-RS. Then 
every 1-RS of J has n + i -1  lines of which at least n + i -2  have degree n. 
Therefore every 1-RS of J is a SL(i - 1)S-l,  a SL(i - 1)S-2 or a SL(i - 1)S-3. But 
by (A), no 1-RS of J is a SL ( i -1 )S -2 .  
(AB2) Assume that J has at least one SL(i - 1)S-2 (resp. SL(i - 1)S-3) as 1-RS. 
Let L'~,\{x~} . . . . .  L~.\{x~} denote the j sets of points of J obtained f rom the ] 
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deleted circles (resp. deleted circles) of the Laguerre ( i -1) -structure of order n 
corresponding with the 1-RS of J in x~, by deleting the deleted point. This is 
possible since any two different sets L~. and L~. have at most i pairwise 
non-collinear points in common. Therefore one can also prove that, if xz e L~., 
then L~'\{xl} is one of the sets L~\{x l} .  So, any two different sets L~,. and L~ have 
at most i points in common. This implies that for any i + 2 pairwise non-collinear 
points xx, x2 . . . . .  x~+2 we have Ix1 . . . . .  x~+2] =0 iff there exists exactly one set L~ 
with L~ D {xl . . . . .  x~+2}. Let M denote the incidence structure obtained from Y by 
adjoining the mutually distinct sets L~ (as new circles) to the circle set of Y such 
that L} is incident with its elements of Jr. Obviously, any i +2  pairwise non- 
collinear points of M are incident with exactly one circle of M;  and every 1-RS of 
M is a Laguerre ( i -1) -st ructure of order n or a Laguerre ( i -1) -structure of 
order n minus one point according as the 1-RS of J was a SL ( i -1 )S -1  and 
SL( i -1 )S -3  or a SL ( i -  1)S-2. 
(B3) If J has at least one SL( i -  1)S-3 of order n as 1-RS, then every 1-RS of 
M is a Laguerre ( i -1) -st ructure of order n. Therefore, M is a Laguerre 
i-structure of order n. This implies that J is obtained from a Laguerre i-structure 
of order n by deleting f circles Lx . . . .  ,/_~ for which f~>l and ILk n~l~<i. We 
remarked before that each line and each circle of a Laguerre /-structure are 
incident with exactly one point. So, consider i lines of Y and one of the n i i-tuples 
of pairwise non-collinear points on these lines. Any i-tuple is incident with n 
circles L1 . . . . .  L ,  for which ILk n~l=i. Therefore, f<~n I+1 if n is the order of 
the Laguerre i-structure. If n is even, then it is always possible to construct n ~+1 
circles LI  . . . . .  L,,+, for which ILk n~l~<i. Indeed, we remarked in 4 that M can 
be embedded in a 'special' Laguerre i-structure M'* of order n, since n is even. 
The n i+a circles of M* through an arbitrary point of the line K,+i+l added to the 
line set of M satisfy the given condition. 
(A3) If Y has at least one SL(i - 1)S-2 of order n as 1-RS, then every 1-RS of 
M in a point of K1 is a Laguerre (i - 1)-structure of order n, and every 1-RS of M 
in a point which is not incident with KI  is a Laguerre (i - 1)-structure minus one 
point. Let M* denote the incidence structure obtained from M by adjoining a 
point u to the point set of M such that u is incident with the line K1 and with the 
(n + i - 1)n • ni/(n + i - 1) = n ~+x mutually distinct circles L~, of degree n + i - 1. 
Every i + 1 pairwise non-collinear points of M which are non-incident with K 1 are  
incident with exactly one circle L~ of degree n + i - 1 in M. Therefore every i + 2 
pairwise non-collinear points of M* are incident with exactly one circle in M*. 
Every 1-RS of M* in a point of M is a Laguerre (i - 1)-structure of order n. Now, 
it is easy to see that even the 1-RS of M* in u is a Laguerre ( i -  1)-structure of 
order n since M~ol...p, is invariant for any permutation of PI . . . . .  Pi. Therefore, M* 
is a Laguerre i-structure of order n and J is a SLiS-2. 
(C1) Assume that Y has at least one SL( i -1 )S -5  of order n as 1-RS. Let K1 
denote the line of degree n - 1 of the SL(i - 1)S-5. Then one can prove analogous 
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to (A1), that every 1-RS of J in a point y which is not incident with K1 is a 
SL ( i -  1)S-5 and the 1-RS of J in a point of K~ is a SL ( i -  1)S-4. 
(D1) Assume that J has at  least one SL(i - 1)S-6 of order n as 1-RS. Then one 
can prove analogous to (B1), that every 1-RS of J is a SL ( i -1 )S -4  or a 
SL ( i -  1)S-6. 
(CD2) Assume that J has at least one SL(i - 1)S-5 (resp. SL(i - 1)S-6) as 1-RS. 
One can construct analogous to (AB2) an incidence structure obtained from J by 
adjoining the mutually distinct sets L~ (as new circles) to the circle set of J such 
that L~ is incident with its elements of J. Such that any i +2  pairwise non- 
coUinear points of M are incident with exactly one circle of M;  and every 1-RS of 
M is a 'special' Laguerre ( i -1) -structure of order n or a 'special' Laguerre 
( i -1) -structure of order n minus one point according as the 1-RS of J was a 
SL ( i -  1)S-4 and SL( i -  1)S-6 or a SL ( i -  1)S-5. 
(D3) If J has at least one SL( i -  1)S-6 of order n as 1-RS, then every 1-RS of 
M is 'special' Laguerre ( i -  1)-structure of order n; Therefore, M is a 'special' 
Laguerre i-structure of order n. This implies that J is obtained from a 'special' 
Laguerre i-structure of order n by deleting f circles L1 . . . . .  /.f for wh ich / I>  1 
and ILk f')Lj[~<i - 1. One can prove easily that f<~ n i. Indeed, every ( i -  1)-RS of a 
'special' Laguerre i-structure of order n has at most n pairwise disjoint circles. 
Therefore, each of the n i-1 ( i -1) - tup les  on i -1  lines of J is incident with at 
most n circles L1 . . . . .  /_., for which ILk fq~l  = i -1 ,  thus f~n i -X .n  = n i. 
(C3) If J has at least one SL(i - 1)S-5 of order n as 1-RS, then every 1-RS of 
M in a point of K1 is a 'special' Laguerre ( i -  1)-structure of order n, and every 
1-RS of M in a point which is not incident with K1 is a 'special' Laguerre 
(i - 1)-structure minus one point. Let M* denote the incidence structure obtained 
from M by adjoining a point u to the point set of M such that u is incident with 
the line K1 and with the (n + i)n • n~/(n + i) = n ~+1 mutually distinct circles L~ of 
degree n + i. One can prove analogous to (A3) that M* is a 'special' Laguerre 
i-structure of order n and .t is a SLiS-5. 
(E) I f  every 1-RS of J is a SL(i - 1)S-1 or SL(i - 1)S-4, then J is a SLiS-1 or a 
SLiS-4 since every 1-RS of J has same type. 
So the statement in Theorem 3 is proved. 
Theorem 4. I f  a 'special' Laguerre i-structure i>1  of order n has f circles 
L1 . . . . .  I_. t for which [~tqLl[<~i-1,  then f~n i - l (n -1 ) .  I f  n~2,  then f~ 
n' - l (n -2 ) .  
Proof. Assume first that J is a 'special" Laguerre 2-structure of order n, n----2 or 
r im0 (modl8) ,  with f circles L1 . . . . .  /_~ for which I~nLd~<l, j , l= l  . . . . .  f. 
Suppose that xl . . . . .  x, are the n points of a line K of J. Let ~ denote the 
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number of these f circles which are incident with x~, i = 1 . . . . .  n. Clearly, f~ ~< n 
and f = ~=1 f/- 
Now we prove that f>~n(n+9) /6>n>2 (resp. n=2,  f l f2>0)  implies that 
fi ~< n - 2 (resp. n - 1 = 1). 
Assume first that n~2,  f>~n(n+9)/6>n, then at least 2 f~'s are non-zero, 
suppose fl ~ 0 ~ f2. We prove the statement above for fl by contradiction. Let 
LI . . . . .  /-m-i denote n -  1 circles through xl, and Yl . . . .  , Y.+2 the points of J 
which are not incident with K and not incident with LI,/--2 . . . . .  /_~_~. We prove 
that Xl, Yl . . . . .  Y.+2 are incident with a circle 0 of J. The 1-RS of J in Xl, 11, is a 
'special' Laguerre 1-structure of order n with n -1  pairwise disjoint circles 
L1\{Xz} . . . . .  /-~-i\{xi}. Suppose that Y2, Y3, Y4 are incident in J1 with a circle 
O\{xl} which has at least one point in common with L1\{xl}. Let Y.+3 denote the 
point, and suppose that Y.+3 is collinear with Yl. Then Y2, Y3 and Y4 are collinear 
points in the 1-RS of J~ in Y.+3- This is impossible since {Y2, Y3,- . . ,  Y.+2} is an 
oval in the projective plane P(2, n) corresponding with the 2-RS of I in Xl and 
Y.+3. Indeed, the set {u, Y2 . . . . .  Y.+2} (with u the deleted point of P(2, n)) is a set 
of degree n+2 in the projective plane P(2, n). But, if Y.+2+i ~\{X l} ,  ]=  
1 . . . . .  n-1  and Y.+2-i collinear with Yl, then L1\{xl, Y3+.} is a line and 
La\{xl, Y4+.} . . . . .  /-~-i\{xi, Y2.+I} are n-2 ovals with nucleus u in P(2, n). There- 
fore, every line of P(2, n), n even, has an even number Oi of points in common 
with {u, Y2 . . . . .  Y.+z}. Now we have 
0~=(n+2) (n+l )  and ~0, (0~- l )=(n+2) (n+l ) ,  
this implies that Y. 0~(0 i -2)=0 and 0~ ~{0, 2}. So, {u, Y2 . . . . .  y,+z} is a complete 
oval in P(2, n) and Yl . . . . .  Y,+2 are incident with a circle O\{x~}. 
Consider the f2 circles through x2, i.e. L,+I. The n +2 points of L,+I which are 
not incident with K are points of L~\{x~} . . . . .  /_~_l\{x~}, O\{xl}. Let gl denote 
the number of the fl  circles Ll\{xl} . . . . .  ~\{xx} which intersect L,+I in exactly 
one point. Obviously, gl ~<fl ~<n. Now it also follows that n+2~< 
g~ • 1 + (n + 2 -  g~)(n - f l ) -  Therefore, f~ ~< n - 1 and by assumption f~ = n - 1. But 
then L,+I intersects O\{xl} in at least 3 points and f2~(n +2)/3. But O\{x~} is a 
circle, therefore/_~+~ intersects O\{xl} in exactly 3 points. This implies that 
f2 ~ (n + 2)/3 and ~.. fi ~< (n + 2)(n + 1)/3- 2. 
i4=1 
So f~< (n - 1) + n(n + 3) /3 .2  or f<  n(n + 9)/6, a contradiction. So we proved that 
n~2 and f>-n(n+9)/6 implies that f<~n(n-2).  
Assume now that n = 2, f>  2 with/1 = 2. Then the [2 blocks (or block) through 
x2 intersects L1 and L2 (the circles through xx) in at most one point and have 4 
points in common with L~ LI L2, a contradiction. This implies that, if far2 > 0, then 
f=2 and f l=f2= 1. Thus f~n(n -1) .  
The theorem is proved for every i > 1, by induction on i. Assume that every 
'special' Laguerre i-structure i>1 of order n (resp. n~2)  has at most ni-l(n - 1) 
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(resp. ni-l(n-2)) circles which intersect pairwise in at most i -  1 points. If J is a 
'special' Laguerre ( i+l)-structure of order n with f circles which intersect 
pairwise in at most i points, then these f circles intersect a line M of J in exactly 
one point x~, i = 1 . . . . .  n. Let/~ denote the number of these f circles which are 
incident with x~. Then obviously, ~<~ni-~(n-l) (resp. n i - l (n -2 ) )  so f=Y.~<~ 
hi(n- 1) (resp. n'(n-2)). 
So the statement of Theorem 4 is proved. 
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